With the continued evolution of wireless communication technology, relaying is one of the features proposed for the 4G LTE Advanced (LTE-A) system. The aim of relaying is to enhance both coverage and capacity. The idea of relays is not new, but relaying is being considered to ensure that the optimum performance is achieved to enable the expectations or good quality of service (QoS) of the users to be met while still keeping capital expenditure (CAPEX) within the budgeted bounds of operators. In this paper, we try to stand for an operator to propose a solution that determines where and how many relays should be deployed in the planning stages to minimize the development cost. In the planning stages, we not only derive a multicast tree routing algorithm to both determine and fulfill the QoS requirements to enhance throughput, but we also utilize the Lagrangian relaxation (LR) method in conjunction with optimization-based heuristics and conduct computational experiments to evaluate the performance. Our contribution is utilizing the LR method to propose an optimal solution to minimize the CAPEX of operators to build up a relay network with more efficiency and effectiveness and the QoS can be guaranteed by service level agreement.
Introduction
Providing a guaranteed service and good performance with budgets constraint is always an optimization problem of operators and vendors. During the last decade, this problem has however become much more difficult, because the traffic has grown significantly and demand for broadband data services is expected to increase tremendously [1] . The business challenges of operators would be that increasing revenues will have to come from nonvoice services which means they have to increase total communication market shares with extending service coverage and offering good service by capacity expansion as well as increased bandwidth and improved quality of services (QoSs) [2] . But building out of the macronetworks significantly will require huge investments, especially where access would otherwise be limited or unavailable without the need for expensive cellular towers. So, the operators may plan to compensate with new revenues and cost reduction at the same time. The aim of this paper is related to the relays should be deployed strategies to investigate how the relays are suitable for providing good services by minimize operator capital expenditure (CAPEX) significantly [3] .
In the ongoing standardization technology development by third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), relaying is one of the features proposed for the LTE Advanced (LTE-A) system [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The aim of LTE-A relaying is to enhance both coverage and capacity. However, this idea of relays is not new, but the LTE-A relaying is being considered to ensure that the optimum performance is achieved to enable the expectations of the users to be met while still keeping CAPEX within the budgeted bounds. As cell edge performance is becoming more critical, with some of the technologies being pushed towards their limits, it is necessary to look at solutions that 2 Journal of Applied Mathematics will enhance performance at the cell edge for a comparatively low cost. One solution that is being investigated and proposed is that of the use of relays [9] [10] [11] .
In order for the cellular telecommunications technology to be able to keep pace with technologies that may compete, it is necessary to ensure that new cellular technologies are being formulated and developed. But there are many realistic conditions influencing operators including the tough economic environment, declining budgets, limited resources, time pressures, and high user expectations.
This paper proposes a solution approach for relay network planning of where to build relays, and how to configure each relay, how the routing algorithm of relays and mobile stations is worked properly. This research can be divided into two parts. First, we constructed the relay network architecture with multicast tree routing concepts. Secondly, we proposed a precise mathematical expression to model this network and developed algorithms based on Lagrangian Relaxation Method to solve this problem. These model approaches might nevertheless be regarded as useful engineering guidelines for operators to build up a good network to extend services and reduce CAPEX efficiently and effectively.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is Literature Survey, and then we introduce a mathematical formulation for the wireless relay networks design problem in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the solution approach by using Lagrangian Relaxation, in which heuristics for calculating a good primal feasible solution are developed, and conduct computational experiments. In Section 5, we conclude and discuss the direction of future research.
Literature Survey
Multihop Wireless Networking has been widely studied and implemented throughout ad hoc networks and mesh networks to exploit the user diversity concept and improve overall performance. The original concept of general relaying problems was defined in [12, 13] and was inspired by the development of the ALOHA system at the University of Hawaii. Based on this concept, a relay network can be designed as a tree-based topology with one end of the path being the base station (BS) relaying multiple connections to provide services and improve the coverage.
Relay stations (RSs) have some characteristics or cost efficiency for the following reasons.
(1) The transmission range is much less than a BS, meaning that the transmit power is also less than that of a BS. Relays are generally cheaper than BS, meaning reduced costs without site survey and easy to construct relays in the place which is not suitable to build a base station tower.
(2) Relays do not have a wired connection to the backhaul. Instead, they receive signals from the BS and retransmit to destination users wirelessly and vice versa. The leases of wired broadband backhauls can be saved.
(3) Relaying techniques have the dual advantages of performance improvement and coverage extension at the cell edge. These could feasibly be a deployment solution for the high-frequency band in which propagation is significantly more vulnerable to nonline-ofsight (NLOS) conditions to overcome shadowing [14] .
Coordinated multipoint (CoMP) is a relatively new class of spatial diversity techniques that are enabled by relaying [15, 16] and cooperative communications which is shown in Figure 1 [17, 18] . This concept has been the focus of many studies by 3GPP for LTE-A as well as the IEEE for the WiMAX, 802.16 standards. But still no conclusion about CoMP has been reached regarding the full implementation, because CoMP has not been included in Rel.10 of the 3GPP standards. As the work is ongoing, CoMP is likely to reach a greater level of consensus; when this occurs, it will be included in future releases of the standards.
CoMP is a complex set of techniques which are distributed radios that jointly transmit information in wireless environments. The main purpose may be improved for the reliability of communications in terms of coverage extension, reduced outage probability, symbol-error, or bit-error probability for a given transmission rate [19] [20] [21] . It brings many advantages to the user as well as the network operator as follows.
(1) It makes better utilization of network: by providing connections to several BSs or RSs at once, using CoMP, data can be passed through least loaded BS or RS for better resource utilization.
(2) It provides enhanced reception performance: using several sources cooperative BSs or RSs for each connection means that overall reception will be improved and the number of dropped calls should be reduced.
(3) Multiple site reception increases received power: the joint reception from multiple BSs or RSs using CoMP techniques enables the overall received power at the handset to be increased.
When building a relay wireless network in a metropolis, various factors influence the design such as QoS requirements, throughput requirements, and total cost. The objective of our research is "to minimize the total building costs subject to QoS and throughput requirements. " Nonetheless, this objective is obviously a tradeoff because total building costs will increase if the QoS and throughput requirements increase. Based on this conventional tradeoff, we take multipath routing algorithms into consideration to solve the critical problem [22, 23] .
The purpose of this research is different from that of conventional network design problems. The assumptions are that multiple source nodes jointly transmit one single source of information if the signal strength is not robust enough in the link between one source node to the destination. The routing policy is no longer a single path but a more complex and interesting multipath algorithms.
Problem Formulation

Problem Description.
A sequence of the wireless relay network design may be described as fellows. First, the location of each BS could be determined by site survey and how many BSs can cover the service area. Second, the set of BSs roughly divide the entire network into several subnetworks, each of which is rooted by one BS connected to the core network which is shown in Figure 2 . Meanwhile, there are many candidate locations suitable for the deployment of relays. The decision of deploying a relay at a specific location depends on the users surrounding the location; once a location is selected, the relay must associate with one of the BSs mentioned previously. So that total costs will depend on where relays are developed and how many relays should be developed of the network. But there is another important factor that should be considered by how to provide a good QoS of users at the stage of the network design. This problem may be solved by designing a mechanism or routing algorithm through which users can reach the suitable relays or BSs which can serve users well. In our work, we introduce the multicast tree-based routing algorithm (MTBR) to apply the multipath concept, as represented later. Figure 2 illustrates the entire network design: the triangles represent the BSs; the cell phones represent the mobile stations (MSs); the circles with solid line represent the relay stations being built on the selected locations; and the circles with dotted line represent the locations not selected to build RSs. The whole area is divided into several subnetworks and rooted at associated BSs. If a subnetwork is concerned that each OD pair, like the BS-to-MS, can be expressed in Figure 3 , transmits through the routing multicast tree to the associated BS. In DL transmission, data is multicasted from BS to the RSs selected by the MS, and cooperatively relayed to the destination MS to achieve the spatial diversity gains through CoMP techniques. The same routing multicast tree in UL is represented in Figure 4 , in which the aggregation of traffic from the MS can overcome the weak signal strength when the MS is far from the BS or RSs. Because the channels, bandwidth, and even transmission power are different between DL and UL, the DL tree and UL tree of an MS may be different. In this paper, we derive a near optimal RSs development policy to minimize total development costs; we also maintain both DL and UL spanning trees and use the MTBR to ensure that BER and data rate requirements of each MS are satisfied. (ii) Once a location is selected to build an RS, it must home to one BS.
Mathematical Modeling
Assumption
(iii) Each MS must home to either a BS or RS(s).
(iv) The RSs selected by an MS must associate with the same BS.
(v) The routing path of each OD pair in DL (UL) is a multicast tree.
(vi) The capacity of a link V is decided by adaptive modulation with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) received at node V.
(vii) The spatial diversity gains are represented by the aggregate SNR with CoMP techniques.
(viii) The bit error rate (BER) of a transmission is measured by the receiving SNR value (ix) The aggregate BER of the destination is the summation of BER of each node on the routing multicast tree.
(x) The numbers of links of each path adopted by each MS are assumed to be equal to ensure that the CoMP can be achieved within limited delay.
(xi) Error corrections and retransmissions are not considered in this problem. Objective. To minimize the total cost of wireless relay network deployment.
Subject to
(ii) nodal capacity constraints, (iii) cooperative relaying constraints in DL and UL, (iv) routing constraints in DL and UL, (v) link capacity constraints in DL and UL.
To Determine (i) Whether or not a location should be selected to build an RS,
(ii) the cooperative RSs of each MS, (iii) the routing paths of an OD pair (a BS to an MS or contrary), which form a multicast tree from the BS to the cooperative RSs selected by each MS.
Objective Function
min ∑ ∈ ∑ ∈ ( + Φ ( )) (IP 1)
Subject to
Relay Selection Constraints
Nodal Capacity Constraints
Cooperative Relay Constraints
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Routing Constraints
Link Capacity Constraints
Integer Constraints Tables 1 and 2 .
Explanation of Constraint
(1) Relay Assignment Constraints. Constraint (1) requires that each location is selected to install an RS with exactly only one configuration or none.
Constraint (2) requires that each RS can associate with one BS or none in direction dir.
Constraint (3) indicates that once an RS associates with a BS, must be built.
(2) Nodal Capacity Constraints. Constraint (4) requires that each RS's total amount of traffic in DL and UL cannot be greater than its nodal capacity.
Constraint (5) requires that each BS's total amount of traffic in DL and UL cannot be greater than its nodal capacity.
(3) Cooperative Relay Constraints. Each MC will select an RS in direction dir only if is installed in (6) . An MC must select either one BS or RS(s) in direction dir in (7). The maximum SNR can be received by node V in link V, where ∈ { ∪ }, V ∈ in DL; and
The BER requirement for the transmission received by a destination in direction dir where the destination in DL is MC and in UL is BS
BER(SNR )
The BER value of each node , which is a function of the receiving SNR, where ∈ { ∪ ∪ } 
Given parameters Notation Description
Capacity
The nodal capacity of BS in (packets/sec)
( ) The nodal capacity of RS in (packets/sec), which is a function of configuration
The capacity of link V in (packets/sec), which is a function of the receiving SNR of node V,
The maximum spatial diversity of a MC in direction dir The SNR received by node V in link V, where
The SNR received by node V in link V, where ∈ { ∪ }, V ∈ in DL; and ∈ , V ∈ { ∪ } in UL The summation of SNR received by MC in DL The summation of SNR received by node in UL oriented by MC , where ∈ { ∪ } Constraints (8) and (9) represent the boundaries of the number of cooperative RSs an MC can select.
The minimum SNR constraints for an MC to receive from a BS or an RS in DL, and for an MC to transmit to a BS or an RS in UL, are expressed in (10) and (11), respectively.
Constraint (12) requires that the SNR value received by an MC in DL cannot exceed the summation of the SNR values receives from the cooperative RSs selected by . Constraint (13) represents the boundaries of decision variable dir V . Once MC selects RS (or BS) to be its cooperative RS, the SNR value on link cannot exceed the SNR transmitted from source node to destination node in DL and UL in constraints (14) and (15) .
The minimum SNR constraint for a link V selected by MC is expressed in (16), while , V ∈ { ∪ }.
Constraint (17) requires that the SNR value received by an RS (or BS) V in UL cannot exceed the summation of the SNR values on the link V selected by MC .
Constraint (18) represents the boundaries of decision variable dir V . Once MC selects a link V in direction dir, the SNR value on V cannot exceed the SNR transmitted from to V in (19) .
The aggregative BERs constraints for DL in MC and UL in BS are expressed in (20) and (21), respectively.
(4) Routing Constraints. Constraint (22) requires that once RS is selected by MC , must associate with one BS in direction dir.
Constraint (23) requires that once RS associates with BS in direction dir, the paths from to must be selected by one or more than one MC.
Constraint (24) requires that there is exactly one path to be selected by an MC from the associated BS to RS only if the MC selects RS in direction dir.
There are two constructions in (24): first, every two RSs selected by an MC must associate with the same BS; second, the numbers of links of every two paths selected by an MC must be the same.
For each MC, every receiving RS V on a link V in DL is installed in (26) and every transmitting RS on a link V in UL is installed in (27) .
Constraint (28) requires that, if link V is on the path adopted by the MC to reach RS in direction dir, then dir V must be 1. 
Solution Approach and Computational Experiments
Lagrangian Relaxation Techniques. By applying the Lagrangian Relaxation (LR) Method and the Subgradient
Method to solve the complex problem, based on the problem formulation mentioned previously, the first step would be that the constraints of the primal problem are relaxed by using the LR Method [26] . In this step, we can not only determine a theoretical lower bound of the primal problem, but, can also glean some hints of feasible solutions captured by the primal problems. After iterations, the end result of the Lagrangian Relaxation Problem is guaranteed to a feasible solution by a feasible step which is satisfied with all constraints of the primal problem, if not, we have to make some modifications.
Getting Primal Feasible Heuristics.
To obtain the primal feasible solutions for (IP 1), the first step is considered the solutions to the Lagrangian Relaxation. The main purpose of determining the primal feasible heuristic is, in both DL and UL directions, and for each MS sorted by the distance to BS, to fully utilize the RSs built already to meet the BER requirement, and if not, to at least minimize the number of RSs necessary to reach the previous goal. The detailed procedure that decomposites the Lagrangian Relaxation Problem into several subproblems is described in the appendix.
Experiments Environment.
In this session, we conduct several computational experiments to justify the proposed algorithms. Due to limitation of available experiment scenarios and parameters, we focus on IEEE 802.16j instead of LTE-A; it is easier to build the network based on realistic and operable environment parameters. In order to effectively analyze the physical operations of an 802.16j network, Table 3 lists all system parameters utilized in this research with reference to "Mobile WiMAX" published by WiMAX forum. Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMS) applied in 802.16j is illustrated specifically in Table 4 with the same reference to "Mobile WiMAX. "
In the meantime, and for the purpose of evaluating our solution of quality, two simple algorithms, minimum BER algorithm (MBA) and density-based algorithm (DBA), are implemented for comparison. The purpose of each MBA is, for each MS , always to find the best paths that can generate the smallest BER value receives in DL and BS receives in UL. This algorithm will provide every transmission the minimum BER. The other one is DBA, the main concept would be the building of an RS with the first priority of the highest density area which is not served at the edges of coverage. [27] ( ) (dB) = 32.45 + 10 × log (MHz)
Path Loss Function
where is attenuation factor, is operation frequency, is distance. 
Thermal Noise Function
where is channel bandwidth, is noise figure. In this research, the SNR function we apply is listed as follows:
where is transmit power, is transmit gain, is receive gain, ( ) is path loss function, is thermal noise function.
The BER evaluation functions we apply have been moderated with various modulation schemes [28, 29] are demonstrated the theoretical and simulated results of BER value in four different modulation schemes.
Experiment Scenarios.
For the unique characteristics of this network deployment problem, the given circumstances are BS and MS locations, but RSs would be candidate locations. There is no RS built at the beginning. The word "topology" introduced in the following refers to the geographic distribution (the position) of locations where an RS could be built. Two types of topologies, grid and random, are proposed with different numbers of RS and MS in one BS environment to analyze the impact on deployment cost. We then apply different numbers of RS and MS with two BSs in a random topology to analyze the deployment in multiple BSs environment. Table 5 
Experiment Results.
In Lagrangian relaxation approach, an upper bound (UB) of the problem, is the best primal feasible solution, while the solution to the Lagrangian dual problem guarantees the lower bound (LB) of the problem. By solving the Lagrangian dual problem iteratively and getting a primal feasible solution, we derive the LB and the UB, respectively. Thus, the gap between the UB and LB, computed by (UB − LB)/LB × 100%, illustrates the quality (optimality) of the problem solution. Figure 7 and Table 6 show the total deployment cost calculated by different algorithms within 1 BS and grid RS topology configuration with different numbers of RS and MS are deployed, respectively. It is obvious that LR-based algorithm results in superior solution in comparison with MBA and DBA, especially when the RS number is large. Additionally, DBA has lower costs than MBA. This illustrates that the LR algorithm has a trend of choosing RS with large MS density instead of RS, which results in minimum BER.
In RS grid topology, for a given network scale, the distance of RS is the farthest locations from BS to receive signals under BER threshold should be included mandatorily. This phenomenon can be observed in Figures 8 and 9 . The RS locations in grid topologies of RS = 24 exclude the RS locations in the same topologies of RS = 8 where the about farthest locations BS can reach an RS. The costs in the scenarios of RS = 24 are all higher than in the scenarios of RS = 8 except MBA. We infer that this is because some MSs Journal of Applied Mathematics 9 in RS = 24 need more hops than RS = 8 to reach the BS, thus inducing costs. From Figures 10 and 11 , we can come to the conclusion that with a fixed number of MSs, total deployment costs are reduced with an increasing number of RSs. Meanwhile, with a fixed number of RSs, total deployment costs are reduced with an increase in the number of MSs. Figure 10 and Table 7 show total deployment costs as calculated by different algorithms through 1 BS with different numbers of RS and MS in a random topology. Again, it is obvious that the Lagrangian Relaxation-based algorithm receives better solution of quality in comparison with MBA and DBA (bold font), particularly so with a large number of RSs. Figures 11 and 12 indicate the same conclusion in grid topology. With a fixed number of MSs, total deployment costs are reduced with an increase in the number of RSs. At the same time, with a fixed number of RSs, total deployment costs are reduced with an increase in the number of MSs. In random topology, it is difficult to generate a network capable of satisfying every MS's transmission when a few RSs (ex. RS = 8) are deployed. In general, RSs are not distributed uniformly enough to fully cover all MSs. Figure 13 and Table 8 show total deployment costs calculated by different algorithms under 2 BS and random topology, with different R8 M20  R8 M30  R8 M40  R8 M50  R24 M20  R24 M30  R24 M40  R24 M50  R48 M20  R48 M30 R48 M40 R48 M50 number of RS and MS. We come to the same conclusion: the Lagrangian Relaxation-based algorithm still gets better solution of quality in comparison with MBA and DBA, more so with a large number of RSs. If these scenarios experimented previously are double the size of those in which BS = 1, how the result is. With random topology in BS = 1, it is also difficult to get a feasible network when RS number is small (ex. RS = 16 here). Figure 13 illustrates total deployment costs in random topologies with BS = 1 and BS = 2. Since the RS locations are different in both conditions, it would be fruitless to compare their costs. However, it is still obvious that the gaps are all larger in every scenarios in BS = 2 than in BS = 1 for network complexity. Figure 14 and Table 9 show the scenario of 1 BS, with different number of RS and MS in a grid topology with a 6.4 km network scale. Since the network (6.4 km) is larger than that of previous experiments (3.2 km), 8 RSs is no longer sufficient to fulfill all transmissions. Therefore, 24 RSs (two layers from the BS) becomes the smallest size of this network scale. Figure 15 demonstrates the deployment costs of 20 MSs with various numbers of RS among three kinds of network scale, 3.2 km with 8 RSs (1 layer from the BS), 6.4 km with 24 RSs, and 9.6 km with 80 RSs (4 layers from the BS). As explained previously, in the 6.4 km network scale the smallest grid size is 24 RSs (2 layers from the BS). One can see the same situation in 9.6 km, with the smallest grid size being 80 RSs (3 layers from the BS). DBA  LB  R24 M20  R24 M30  R24 M40  R24 M50  R48 M20  R48 M30  R48 M40  R48 M50 Topology: grid, network scale: 6.4 km 
Conclusions and Future Work
With 3G technology established, it was obvious that the traffic is increased significantly, but the average revenue per user (ARPU) is decreased very fast. The business challenges of operators would be that increasing revenues by finding other solutions more efficiency and effectiveness. But the network development of a new 4G system started to be investigated and made huge investments of macro base station deployments. In one early investigation which took relays would be able to speed up extend services and expanded market share at this stage economically. So, the operators can make new revenues and cost reduction balance.
Although our experiments do not cover large network scales with large number of RSs and MSs for the restrictions of computational capabilities, these model approaches can nevertheless be regarded as useful engineering guidelines for future LTE-A relay network development.
In this paper, we stand for an operator to propose a solution that determines where and how many relays should be deployed in the planning stages to minimize the development cost. In the planning stages, we not only derive a Multicast Tree routing algorithm to both determine and fulfill the QoS requirements and also enhance throughput on both down-link and up-link communications, but we also utilize the Lagrangian Relaxation Method in conjunction with optimization-based heuristics and conduct computational experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms. Our contributions in this research can be divided into three parts. First, we have constructed the network architecture with multicast tree routing concepts. Secondly, we proposed a precise mathematical expression to model the network architecture problem. This is not an intuitive mathematical model for considering the solvability of this problem. We have designed the entire model not only to be solvable but also to not violate the physical meanings. Finally, we provide the lagrangian relaxation and optimization-Based algorithms to solve this problem; we prove it to have superior quality after verification with other simple algorithms and lower bound value. This optimal solution is a good strategic method to minimize the CAPEX of operators to build up a relay network with more efficiency and effectiveness and the QoS can be guaranteed. 
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Subproblem 1 (related to decision variable ). One has
Because the configuration of BS is constant, (Sub 3.1) can be further decomposed into | | independent subproblems. For each candidate location :
subject to (A.3a) and (A.3b).
For each (Sub 3.1.1), find the configuration corresponding to the smallest coefficient value of . If the coefficient is negative, then set to be 1 and 0 otherwise. 
subject to
(A.4b) 
(A.5e) Equation (Sub 3.3) can be further decomposed into | | independent subproblems. For each MC ,
subject to (A.5a), (A.5b), (A.5c), (A.5d), and (A.5e).
The two directions of DL and UL are independent; (Sub 3.3.1) can be decomposed into DL and UL subproblems. Constraint (A.5a) illustrates that once an MC homes to exactly a BS, it cannot home to RS anymore, and vice versa, so (Sub 3.3.1) can be rewritten into following forms. In both directions, while MC homes to a BS , the decision variable dir = 1. For each MC
subject to (A.5a), (A.5b), (A.5c), (A.5d), and (A.5e). The algorithm to optimally solve (Sub 3.3.2) is illustrated in the following.
For DL
Step 1. Use SNR function to calculate the SNR value 1 from every BS to MC .
Step 2. Find the BS which can result in the smallest coefficient
Step 3. Examining all sets of configuration for each RS in the SNR function to determine the SNR value 1 ; meanwhile, to find the RSs which can result in the first SD 1 smallest coefficient
The summation of these SD 1 amount of coefficients can be taken into consideration excluding positive ones bigger than the smallest coefficient for the further calculations. That is, we at least had the smallest coefficient for further steps, whether it is negative or not.
Step 4. If the coefficient of 1 in Step 2 is smaller than the summation of coefficient of SD 1 smallest coefficient of 1 in
Step 3, then set 1 to be 1; otherwise, set these 
(A.6b) Equation (Sub 3.4) can be further decomposed into | | × | | × |DIR| independent shortest path problems with arc weight 
(A.7b) Similar to (Sub 3.3), Since DL and UL are two independent transmission directions, we can rewrite (Sub 3.5) into DL and UL subproblems: subject to (A.7a) and (A.7b).
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The algorithm to optimally solve (Sub 3.5.2) is illustrated in the following.
For DL
Step 1. Examining all sets of configuration for each source node in the SNR function to determine the SNR value subject to (A.8a) and (A.8b). We can calculate the value of (Sub 3.6.1) by examining every exhaustively. Set while it can result in the smallest value of (Sub 3.6.1). Here, we applied the interval Δ to be 0.01. subject to (A.9a), and (A.9b). Similar to (Sub 3.6.1), (Sub 3.7.1) can be solved by exhaustively examining V to find out the smallest value of this problem; then set V . Here, we applied the interval Δ to be 0.01.
The Dual Problem and the Subgradient Method. According to the algorithms proposed previously, the Lagrangian relaxation problem can be solved effectively and optimally. Based on the weak Lagrangian duality theorem, the objective value of ( 1 , 2 , 3 
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